
AN EXTRACT FROM THE PLAY  
 

Here we see Jacob and Crabby in the Underworld “Underworld”. They are looking for the 

Magic Door. They find Rocky, Crabby’s friend. Read this dialogue and then answer the 

questions.   
 

CRABBY: Can we stop for a minute?  I’m hot and tired. 
 
JACOB: OK. I’m tired, too.  
 
CRABBY: (Crabby sits on top of Rocky who is sleeping.)  Ah, that’s better.  (Rocky moves).  ¡Aaah! 

… What’s that?    Jacob!  Run!   It’s an earthquake!!! ¡Es un terremoto! 
 
ROCKY: Crabby! It’s me!   
 
CRABBY: Rocky!  
 
ROCKY: How are you, my little crab? 
 
CRABBY: Great, Rocky, great.  Still hard?  
 
ROCKY: Hard as a rock. Go on, hit me.    
 
CRABBY: (Crabby hits him hard) ¡ Ayyy !   Jacob, this is Rocky.  We’re old friends.  
  
ROCKY: Pleased to meet you.     
 
JACOB: Hello.  Rocky, can you help us find the Magic Door? 
 
ROCKY: Ah, the Magic Door! 
 
JACOB: Yes. Where is it? 
 
ROCKY: I don’t know. Nobody knows. It’s a mystery.  
 
CRABBY: So, Rocky.  What are you doing here?  
 
ROCKY: Oh, um… Following you. 
 
CRABBY: Why?   
 
ROCKY:    You’re in danger.  Listen… 
 

QUESTIONS 
 

• Why does Crabby want to stop? 

• Why is Crabby scared?  

• Jacob asks Rocky for help. What help does he need? 

• Can Rocky help Jacob? 

• Why is Rocky following Jacob and Crabby? 

 

 

 

 



PUT THE SENTENCE NEXT TO THE CORRECT PICTURE 

 

 

One crab on a rock 

Four boats in the sea 

Two crabs in the water 

Five bottles on a table 

One spade in a bucket 

Two spades under a chair 

Three buckets on the sand 



OPPOSITES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look for opposites and write sentences like this: 

                                            SoftSoftSoftSoft    is the opposite of     hardhardhardhard.  
 

__________    is the opposite of  __________   

 

_____________________________________  

 

_____________________________________  

 

_____________________________________  

 

_____________________________________  

 

_____________________________________  

 

NOW  think of some sentences like this: 

A teddy bear is soft.  A rock is hard. 

_____________________________________ . 

_____________________________________ . 

_____________________________________ . 

_____________________________________ . 

_____________________________________ . 

 

cold  short      difficult 

fast  bad    big             long 

young       slow        good      hot 

      hard  easy old     small      soft 

teddy  

bear rock 


